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SMU tBank (Internet Banking) 

Please complete the following tasks for user testing. You can move on to the next task after you deemed 

that you have completed the previous task. 

Task 1: Login using QR code 2FA 

Upon loading of the application on your web browser, please login in with username “qianhui” and 

password “1234”. Open the mobile app on the phone and follow instructions on the screen. 

The 2nd QR code required is as follows, 

 

 

Task 2: View accounts summary 

You are interested to know the balances left in the accounts you have with SMU tBank.  

Task 3: View transaction history 

After viewing the balances of your accounts, you are interested to know the latest transaction history 

you have for your CASA account“0000000132”. 

Task 4: Immediate Funds Transfer 

You wish to do an immediate funds transfer of SGD 50 to a NEW RECIPIENT, “Yanni”, with Account 

number “0000000136”. After finishing the fund transfer, you wish to remove “Yanni” from your payee 

list. 

Task 5: Standing Instructions Funds Transfer (Create recurring fund transfer for a future date) 

Add back “Yanni” with Account number “0000000134”, and do a fund transfer of SGD 25 to “CASA 

Account 0000000134” on a future date i.e. 21 September 2013. Set the recurrence of this fund transfer 

to weekly.  
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Task 6: Edit Funds Transfer 

Using the fund transfer that you previously created to “yanni” (“CASA Account 0000000134”), edit the 

amount of transfer from SGD 25 to SGD 60. 

Task 7: Delete Funds Transfer 

Delete the fund transfer you had previously edited (i.e. delete the transfer to “yanni” – “CASA Account 

0000000134”). 

Task 8: GIRO Arrangement 

You wish to do a GIRO arrangement with ‘Singtel’.  Upon completion, you wish to remove “Singtel” from 

your GIRO Arrangement. 

Task 9: Bill payment 

You wish to do a bill payment to “M1” immediately, with your invoice no. ‘302’ and billed amount ‘SGD 

40.33’. 

Task 10: Loan Calculator 

You wish to take up an Education loan of $40,000 to fund your studies of 4 years. You want to know how 

much monthly installment you have to pay and other loan details. 

Task 11: Profile Settings 

You wish to change to receive your monthly statements, promotions and contacted via Email. You also 

wish to set your trigger limits of CASA Account “0000000132” to SGD 1234 and your triggers to be sent 

via Email. 


